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In this study we identify spatial regions based on an empirical data set consisting of time-dependent origin-destination (OD) pairs.
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performance of the resulting clusters is called modularity, defined by Newman 8 . Modularity is a metric that computes
the probability of trips occurring within a cluster compared to the probability of a trip belonging to one of the other
clusters. Computing the partitioning of a graph that maximizes the modularity value is known to be NP hard. Various
algorithms exist that are cluster based on optimizing the modularity value. In this paper we apply clustering by using
one of these algorithms.
In a recent study, spatial clusters based on telephone calls have been examined by Blondel 1 and colleagues at the
Université Catholique de Louvain. In their paper they developed a clustering algorithm which is based on maximizing
the modularity value in an efficient manner. In a similar study this algorithm has been applied to telephone data in
Great Britain by Ratti et al 10 . An interesting result that both of these paper show is the spatially connected clusters
that appear naturally, while no spatial characteristics are considered in the algorithm. Both these datasets consists of
a large amount of connections between the nodes of the network. This also applies in our dataset.
Another feature that is included in our dataset is directionality of the trips. In the original Louvain algorithm,
analysis including directionality is not applied. However, the method is easily extensible to allow for directionality as
is explained and elaborated by Dugué and Perez 3 .
We will show that the Louvain method produces very good results to determine clusters based on origin destination
data in the city of Amsterdam. The resulting clusters allow us to determine the answers to the following questions:
(1) Do people in Amsterdam tend to take more trips in their own neighborhood, and till what extend?
(2) What do the clusters that arise represent? Are they based on urban hierarchy, land use, or administrative regions?
(3) Do we observe specific time-dependent clusters that are not present during other periods?
Moreover, these results can be exploited to determine screen lines that support choosing sensor location to capture
real-time traffic density in smart manner. A screen line is defined as a line segment consisting of one or multiple
straight lines on a map. It is important to define determine good screen lines to determine where to place sensors that
provide a good image of intra area traffic behavior. An overview of various screen line optimization methods was
written by Yang et al 13
2. Data analysis
2.1. Data specification
The travel data used for our analysis is based on travel movements registered by Google on android phones for the
Amsterdam Metro region. This data spans a period of six months that starts 1 April 2016 until 30 September 2016.
These trips are aggregated at neighborhood level for Amsterdam and the surrounding is aggregated at municipal level,
both are grouped hourly. These neighborhoods of Amsterdam and surrounding muncipalities are based on the division
made by the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics and splits the area in 512 small areas which are visualized for
the Metro region in Figure 1a, and in more detail in Figure 1b. This results in a total of around 300 million data points,
consisting of weights from each origin to each destination on a hourly basis. Due to privacy issues, the real intensity
has not been disclosed, the intensity is given by a weight which represents a relative value. More specifically, all
intensities have been divided by the largest hourly intensity over these 6 months, resulting in weight values between 0
and 1.
In Table 1 a summary of the weights observed in the data set is given based on the frequency. We observe that the
total number of hours that contains a positive weight is close to 30%. As the data consists of all the destinations for
each origin for every hour, we observe that during day time we have fully connected graphs. A large amount of the
weights consist of small values, an overview is presented in Table 1.
2.2. Filtering and preprocessing
In the analysis we focus on travel behavior in Amsterdam only. We analyze the behavior of people traveling within
the city and from and to the city from the Metro region.
In Figure 2 the weekly pattern of trips within Amsterdam is visualized. It is interesting to observe that the rush
hour is not so clearly present, and the number of trips in the weekend is nearly as large as during the weekdays. If we
compare this to the trips from and to Amsterdam from the Metro region as shown in Figure 3, we do observe the rush
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(a) The greater metropolitan area of Amsterdam.

3

(b) Detail of the municipality of Amsterdam.

Fig. 1: Division of the greater area of Amsterdam into municipalities surrounding Amsterdam and small neighborhoods within Amsterdam.
Weight
0
0.000365764
0.000731529
0.001097293
0.001463058
> 0.001463058

Perc. occurance
71.62%
17.67%
6.66%
2.49%
0.93%
0.63%

Perc. Total weight
0%
36.42%
27.44%
15.38%
7.68%
13.08%

Table 1: Table with the frequency for each weight.

hour clearly. In the morning a clear migration from the greater region of Amsterdam is observed to Amsterdam, and
in the evening vice versa. In Figure 3b and 3d, the spatial spread of these trips is visualized. It is interesting to see that
these two Figures do not show a similar pattern. It is interesting to observe that in Figure 3b, trips are homogeneously
spread over Amsterdam, while in Figure 3d we see clear neighborhoods with an increased weight. The red areas in
Figure 3d all contain large business districts which would be expected.

Fig. 2: Weekly pattern of weights per hour with a 95% confidence interval.

We continue our analysis by visualizing the trips for each neighborhood as an origin and as a destination in Figure 4. Here we can observe a similar pattern as we observed in Figures 3b and 3d. The destination figure shows a
homogeneously spread pattern, while the origin Figure shows more variation between the areas. We observe that the
certain parts of Amsterdam have more inflow than outflow. In Figure 4c the total inflow and outflow per neighborhood
is shown. We can see that certain parts of Amsterdam have more inflow than outflow, except for the first 30 values
which belong to the Metro region areas. This suggests that a transformation has been applied to sensor the data.
In order to restore the imbalance of the in and outflow we scale the rows of the OD matrix, such that the row and
column sums become balanced. This is done by solving a system of equations where the OD weights are used as
Markov chain weights 9 . The resulting stationary probability vector provides the scaling of rows such that the desired
OD matrix property is restored. We use the origin weights as a reference and ’repair’ the destination weights. In recent
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(a) Weekly pattern for Amsterdam as a destination.

(b) Spatial pattern for Amsterdam as a destination.

(c) Weekly pattern for Amsterdam as an origin.

(d) Spatial pattern for Amsterdam as an origin.

Fig. 3: Time and spatial intensity patterns to and from Amsterdam.

work by Tesselkin 12 this scaling method has been used to reconstruct the OD matrix from traffic flow observations on
road segments.
In short, the computation consists of the following computation. We denote the OD matrix by an n by n matrix M.
To restore the balance we simply have to solve
M x̄ = M T ē,

(1)
−1

T

where x̄ is the scaling vector and ē is a vector of ones. The solution of x̄ is than found by x̄ = M M ē. The resulting
scaling values are visualised in Figure 5a. It can be seen that a few areas have a scaling vector close to zeros, which
is due to the small total outflow compared to the inflow of the specific neighbourhoods. These neighbourhoods are
visualised in yellow in Figure 5b. We consider these areas as outliers. For analysis purposes these can be removed
from the data, or the scaling factor can be used. In this paper, we ran all the clustering method with and without the
scaling for comparison.
3. Aggregation of travel data
As we introduced in the beginning of the paper, the goal of our analysis is to discover travel characteristics within
Amsterdam. More specifically, we want to determine whether district boundaries can be identified based on historical
trips. By using clustering techniques we can determine whether clusters arise which are spatially connected, and
whether these are similar to the districts that were defined by the municipality of Amsterdam. First, we explain
the details of the metric modularity, which we use to evaluate the resulting clusters. We than explain a couple of
heuristics based on optimizing this modularity metric. Finally, we show the results of these heuristic methods on
various instances of the data.
3.1. Modularity optimization
Clustering based on optimization of the modularity value is a popular approach. Modularity is a well-known metric
used for community detection in spatial travel data. The inspiration for this method of community detection is the
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(b) Intensity per neighborhood as a destination.

(c) Total inflow and outflow weight per neighborhood.
Fig. 4: Visualizations of the travel intensities within Amsterdam at each neighborhood.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Scaling vector values to balance the inflow and outflow of each area.

optimization of modularity as the algorithm progresses. Modularity is a scale value between -1 and 1 and is defined
by
Q=

k v kw
1 
]δ(cv , cw ),
[Avw −
2m vw
2m

(2)
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where m is the total weight in the graph, Avw is the weight from edge v to edge w, kv defines the total weight of node
v, and δ(cv , cw ) determines whether node v and w share an edge. This formula measures the density of edges inside
v kw
defines the differences between the actual weight
communities to edges outside communities, the value Avw − k2m
between nodes v and w and the expected weight given a random graph. Optimizing the modularity value theoretically,
results in the best possible grouping of nodes of according to the inter and intra cluster trips for a given network,
however going through all possible iterations of the nodes into groups is impractical so heuristic algorithms are used.
This computation can easily be extended to include directionality as was shown by Leicht and Newman in 7 . They
show that instead of considering the total weight of the two edges, we now compare the in-degree of one edge with
the out-degree of another edge the same computation can be applied. This results in the following equation
Q=

kin kout
1
[Avw − v w ]δ(cv , cw ),
m vw
m

(3)

where Avw now represents the total weight of an edge from vout going to edge win .
3.2. Heuristic clustering technique
Many heuristic techniques exists for modularity optimization. A comparative study has been conducted by Lancichinetti 5 . Most of these heuristics are only implemented for undirected graphs, while our data consists of directed
Origin-Destination pairs. In this paper we will not dive into all they clustering heuristics and their performances. We
only focus on a method well-known for its computational efficiency, developed by Blondel et al 1 at the Université
Catholique de Louvain. The Louvain method has been used to detect communities in geographical regions by means
of telephone data. The result which captures our interest is the spatially connected clusters that were found, although
no spatial characteristics were included in the algorithm.
3.3. Cluster results
We have applied the Louvain clustering heuristic, and many others that have been proposed in the literature. All
of them returned near to zero modularity values, which indicates that these clusters do not represent more than some
random behavior. In Figure 6b shows a visualisation of the clustering output of the Louvain algorithm. It can be
concluded that the resulting clusters show a non-coherent output. Although our data set does not consists of millions
of nodes and edges, we do have a large #edges / #nodes value. The dataset consists of an almost fully connected
graph, which is probably the reason that most clustering methods fail. Moreover, the directionality of the connections
in the data was not included in most of these heuristics.
We continued the analysis by using an implementation of the directed Louvain method 11 . The output is visualized
in Figure 6. As can be seen, the clusters that results from the Louvain method appear spatially close, although no
spatial aspects are taken into account. It visually has a close resemblance with the districts of Amsterdam. However,
the modularity value of the resulting clusters is 0.01, which is rather small.
The visually positive results of the directed Louvain method are interesting. We made a division of the data based
on the trips during the week and the weekend and applied the Louvain clustering algorithm resulting in the clusters of
Figure 7. Both show similar clusters, main differences are the cluster of ’Oost’ and ’Westpoort’ that appear only for
the week data, and ’Amsterdam West’ that pops up in the weekend data. The clusters at the outskirts of Amsterdam
appear to be the most prominent. It is important to keep in mind that these visualisations are the result of a single
output of the Louvain algorithm. The results vary due to a different initialisation of the algorithm, causing differences
between each clustering partition.
We compare the partitions by using a metric called Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) 2 . This metric is in the
range of [0,1] and equals 1 if two partitions are identical. It is based on the entropy of each realisation, which is a value
of the uncertainty in a partition. The mutual information gives the reduction in uncertainty by using the information of
the first partition to estimate the second partition. In other words, it computes till what extend the realisations overlap.
The NMI is defined as
N MI(Y, C) =

2I(Y; C)
,
H(C) + H(Y)

(4)
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(b) Louvain undirected.

Fig. 6: Clustering with respect to destination for each district.

(a) Week.

(b) Weekend.

Fig. 7: Clustering with respect to destination for each district using Louvain.

where I(·; ·) is the mutual information, H(·) the entropy value, C the class labels and Y the cluster labels. The value
is normalised such that it corrects for differences in the total number of clusters obtained between realisations. This
metric has been used to compute the quality of various clustering algorithms 6 . However, you need a benchmark graph
of which you know the ’true’ clustering result. In our case we have no ’true’ clustering, but it allows us to compare
the similarity between partitions. Table 2 shows the average similarities between the clustering realisations over the
same dataset. We divided the data based on the total trips, column ”Total”, trips during the Week and Weekend. The
resulting values show that the partitions are relatively similar when we take a large subset of the data. However, when
we use the data per month and split between week and weekend, we can see that the resulting partitions are quite
different between realisations. The data available is not sufficiently large to obtain consistent partitions. Therefore we
will only consider the total weekly data to compare the realisations between months.
We want to determine whether we can observe whether there are large differences between months, and which ones
give similar results. Therefore we compared the realisations of each month with all other months, and also compared
it with the total data set partitions. The results are shown in Table 3. The last row compares the total data set with each
month. We can see that the least similar months are August and September, however, we do not see large differences
between the months.
The small modularity value, combined with an almost fully connected network is a logical result. We therefore
started a first analysis on edge removal to determine the impact of low weighted edges. We started with a simple
analysis in which we removed the smallest x edges from each neighborhood, where x ∈ 1, . . . , n and n denotes the
number of nodes of the network. In Figure 8a it can be seen that the modularity value increases when the number
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Period
Total
Week
Weekend

Total
0.94
0.94
0.85

April
0.82
0.84
0.43

Mei
0.83
0.88
0.44

June
0.82
0.91
0.48

July
0.85
0.83
0.48

August
0.79
0.85
0.49

September
0.78
0.87
0.46

Table 2: Similarity (nmi) metric of the cluster realisations per dataset by using Louvain.

Period
April
May
June
July
August
September
Total

April
0.85
0.75
0.74
0.77
0.73
0.73
0.82

Mei
0.75
0.86
0.76
0.76
0.73
0.73
0.83

June
0.74
0.76
0.91
0.75
0.72
0.72
0.82

July
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.87
0.77
0.75
0.84

August
0.73
0.73
0.72
0.77
0.86
0.72
0.79

September
0.73
0.73
0.72
0.75
0.72
0.87
0.78

Total
0.82
0.83
0.82
0.84
0.79
0.78
0.94

Table 3: Values of the mutual information of the clustering results between different time slices in the data.

(a) Modularity value for increasing edge removal.

(b) Clusters analysis by filtering the 10% smallest weights of each
area.

Fig. 8: Modularity analysis by edge removal.

of small edges removed increase, which is to be expected. More interestingly is that the number of clusters found
remains relatively constant until almost all values are removed. In Figure 8b the clusters found when 10% of the
smallest weights were removed is visualized. As can be seen these cluster are representing the regional boundaries
even more closely than the complete set. This suggests that although the trips within Amsterdam are very well spread,
trips within regional boundaries have higher weights in almost every district. Only part of the Center, West and Zuid
remain connected as one cluster.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we analyzed travel behavior in Amsterdam based on Origin-Destination data. We analyzed both the
spatial variation as well as the time-dependent variation of trips. Based on this analysis we transformed the data such
that the total inflow equals the total outflow for each area. We proceeded our analysis by using clustering techniques
based on modularity optimization to separate regions based on internal travel behavior.
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The weekly pattern and spatial plots confirm expected behavior, such as the morning and evening commute. However, from this analysis we also discovered a gap between the total inflow and outflow. As there is no logical explanation for this behavior, we assume that this occurs due to some transformation to sensor the data. In order to properly
analyze the data we restored this imbalance, and obtained scaling values for each neighborhood. This revealed a
couple of outliers in the data. Especially in the east of Amsterdam a few neighborhoods which are mostly situated in
the water showed a large difference between the total inflow and outflow value.
Our results show that we were able to identify clusters when the directionality is taken into account. These clusters
happen to be very similar to the regional districts defined in Amsterdam. Especially at the outskirts of Amsterdam
we can clearly identify clusters. The city center is represented by one large cluster, together with parts of the east of
Amsterdam. When the method is separated into monthly periods, and a division between the weekend en weekday
trips is introduced, we observe more prominent clusters in the weekend. While during the week these clusters are
sometimes hard to obtain. This suggests that commuting trips are more spread around the city, while leisure trips are
more often in people’s own districts. These are results that would be expected. Lastly we observe that the trips taken
from the metro region of Amsterdam are largely commuting trips. There are three areas that show a high density of
trips, each of them contains large business districts. Finally, we analyzed the results when part of the data is removed.
This revealed that a lot of small weight edges can be removed without losing the spatially obtained clusters. We can
conclude from the above analysis that trips in Amsterdam are quite homogeneously spread in the city. However, we do
observe clustering, although not so prominently. This analysis should be extended by including dynamic time-window
clustering. Moreover, filtering the commuting trips from the regular trips can give additional insights into the travel
behavior at each area for leisure.
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